PTA SPONSORED
PARENTS: You may read the problem to your child and
demonstrate a similar problem, but he/she should work the
problems. Please encourage independent thinking and problem solving
skills.
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SCORING: 20 paw points per page: Two for Full Name,
Two for Teacher’s Last Name, and 16 for problems. Paw values are
printed before each problem. Every problem varies, so read each
carefully! Worksheets are to be turned into the Cheetah Superstars Math
box anytime during the week but before 8:30 a.m. on Friday.
Skills: Review

Due by 12/14/2018

Name:
First and Last
2 paws for
full name

Teacher
Name:
2 paws for
teacher name

Problem #1

Write the missing number.

1 paw for each
correct answer

A.

B.

1 paw for each
correct answer

Problem #2
• How many cookies are on the circle plate? _______
• How many cookies are on the rectangle plate? ________
• How many cookies are there altogether? ________
• Which plate has more cookies? A) circle plate B) rectangle plate

#3

1 paw for each
correct answer

1 paw for each
correct answer

Problem #4
• How many dots are in the first ten frame? _______
• How many dots are in the second ten frame? ________

1)

2)

PTA SPONSORED
PARENTS: You may read the problem to your child and
demonstrate a similar problem, but he/she should work
the problems. Please encourage independent thinking and
problem solving skills.

Cheetah Math
Superstars

SCORING: 5 bonus paws. Every problem varies, so
read carefully! Worksheets are to be turned into the
Cheetah Superstars Math box anytime during the week
but before 8:30 am on Friday.

Bonus Sheet
Goes with 9 of 16

Due by 12/14/2018
First and Last
name

Teacher
Name:

1. Complete the pattern. Draw a line to the square where each of the 2 pictures belong.
1/2 paw for each
correct answer.

2. Cut out the pictures and glue

each one to the correct square.

1 paw for
each correct
answer.

Remember that the Christmas tree,
bow, ornament, and star must
appear only once in each row,
column and block.

PTA SPONSORED
My Full Name: ______________________________________
First
Last
Teacher: ____________________________________________
Someone may read the problem to you and demonstrate a
SIMILAR problem, but you should work the problems yourself.
SCORING: 20 paw points per page. Two for Full Name and
Teacher and 18 for problems. Paw values are printed before
each problem. Every problem varies, so read each carefully!
Worksheets are to be turned into the Cheetah Superstars Math
box anytime during the week but no later than 8:30 am on Friday.
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1. Mrs. York went to the store. She bought a loaf of bread, a sponge, and a watermelon. She put them in her basket
from the heaviest to the lightest.
What item did she put in first? ____________________________

1 paw for each
correct answer

Second? _________________________________
Third? __________________________________

2. Look at the pictures below. Name the object shaped like:
1/2 paw for each
correct answer.

A) A square: ___________________________
B) A rectangle: __________________________
C) A circle: ______________________________
D) A triangle: ____________________________

3. Solve the problems. Use the answers of the problems to find the letters to spell the special place.

1/2 paw for each
correct answer
and letter.

24
7
+10 +2

16
11
+13 + 7

46
8
+21 +3

12
31
+13 +20

Letters

A=9
B = 13
C= 62

D = 50
E = 25
F = 46

G = 67
H = 56
I = 10

J = 41
K = 18
L = 11

M = 63
N = 51
O = 12

P = 34
Q = 23
R = 29

Special Place
_______

_______

_______

_______

_______ _______ _______ _______

4. Complete the puzzle by subtracting across and down.

10

1/2 paw for each
correct answer.

4
2

7

5

5. Circle the number that would fill in the blank.

1 paw for each
correct answer

A) 2, 4, 6, ___, 10, 12

9

8

11

25

21

22

40

70

50

B) 15, 20, ___, 30, 35
C) ___, 60, 70, 80, 90

6. Mrs. Formby brought a fruit basket to school. There were 20 pieces of fruit in the basket. There were 7 pears,
4 red apples, 3 green apples, and the rest of the pieces of fruit were bananas.

1 paw for each
work shown
1 paw for each
correct answer

A) How many bananas were in the basket?

_________________________bananas

B) How many more pears than bananas were there? ______________________more pears

PTA SPONSORED
My Full Name: ______________________________________
First
Last
Teacher: ____________________________________________
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1. Santa needs your help finding Rudolph, the red nose reindeer. Use the clues below to
make a path through the numbers. Circle the answer to each clue and draw the path.

The number that is 1 more than 7.
5 bonus paws for
solving the clues
and drawing the
path

The sum of 2 + 3.
The difference of 7-5.
The number of the hour that is noon.
The number that is 2 fewer than 12.
The number that is more than 8 but less than 10.
The number that is 1 fewer than 4.

START

FINISH

PTA SPONSORED
My Full Name: ______________________________________
First
Last
Teacher: ____________________________________________
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Someone may read the problem to you and demonstrate a
SIMILAR problem, but you should work the problems yourself.
SCORING: 20 paw points per page. Two for Full Name and
Teacher and 18 for problems. Paw values are printed before
each problem. Every problem varies, so read each carefully!
Worksheets are to be turned into the Cheetah Superstars Math
box anytime during the week but no later than 8:30 am on Friday.

1. The table shows how many goals each soccer team scored in a season.
A) How many goals were scored altogether during a season?
1/2 paw for each
work shown.
1/2 paw for each
correct answer

________________________________________Goals
B) How many more goals did the Hornets score than the Bulldogs?
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Angels

25

Eagles

23

Hornets

30

Bulldogs

19

________________________________________Goals
C) What are the combined number of goals scored by the Eagles & Angels?
________________________________________Goals

2. What shape is inside the oval?
1 paw for each
correct answer.

3. There are 11 boys and 12 girls in Mrs. Flynn’s second grade class. How many desks will be
needed for the boys and girls in the classroom?
1 paw for each
work shown.
1 paw for each
correct answer

__________________________________desks

1 paw for each
work shown.
1 paw for each
correct answer

4. Mya has 145 marbles. 33 marbles are green and 57 are blue. The rest of the marbles are red. How many read marbles does Mya have?
__________________________________marbles

5. There were 5 groups of balloons at Macie’s party. Each group had 4 balloons in it. How many balloons
were there at the party altogether? (Hint - Draw a picture)
1 paw for each
work shown.
1 paw for each
correct answer

__________________________________________ balloons

6.Mrs. Tarango has 21 candy canes. She wants to separate them into groups of 3 each. How many groups
should Mrs Tarango form? (Hint - Draw a picture)
1 paw for each
work shown.
1 paw for each
correct answer

1 paw for each
work shown.
1 paw for each
correct answer

__________________________________________groups

7. Crew bought a pencil for 49¢ and a sticker for 12¢. About how much money did Crew spend?
(Hint: Round each number to the nearest 10 first then do your work).
A.

About 30

B.

About $2.00

C.

About 60

D.

About 10

8. Ella, Kat, and Jason Green want to share 9 pennies. How many pennies will each get if they share equally.

(Hint - Draw a picture)
1 paw for each
work shown.
1 paw for each
correct answer

1 paw for correct
answer.

__________________________________________pennies

9. Your friend is going to put these 10 different shaped blocks in the bag. You are going to pick 1
block from the bag without looking. Circle the shape you would most likely pick.

PTA SPONSORED
My Full Name: ______________________________________
First
Last
Teacher: ____________________________________________
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1. Jayden needs your help finding his present under the tree. Use the clues below to
make a path through the numbers. Circle the answer to each clue and draw the path.

5 bonus paws
for solving the
clues and
drawing the
path

The number of hours on a clock.
The number missing from this sequence 3, 6,__,12.
The number that is 8 fewer than 14.
The number of sides of a pentagon.
The number of things in a pair.
The number of pennies in two nickels.
The number of sides of an octagon.
The number that is 1 more than 5.
The number that equals two 2’s.

START

FINISH

PTA SPONSORED
My Full Name: ______________________________________
First
Last
Teacher: ____________________________________________
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1.
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shown
1 paw for correct
answer

Someone may read the problem to you and demonstrate a
SIMILAR problem, but you should work the problems yourself.
SCORING: 20 paw points per page. Two for Full Name and
Teacher and 18 for problems. Paw values are printed before
each problem. Every problem varies, so read each carefully!
Worksheets are to be turned into the Cheetah Superstars Math
box anytime during the week but no later than 8:30 am on Friday.
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Brett and his 4 friends want to share 15 pieces of candy equally. How many pieces will each person get?
_______________ pieces of candy

2.
1/2 paw for
work shown.
1/2 paw for
correct answer

Gypsy collected BOXTOPS for 2 summers. The first summer, she collected 577 and the second summer
she collected 628. What is the best estimate of the number of BOXTOPS she collected altogether to the
nearest hundred?
_______________ BOXTOPS

3.

Which number sentence matches the array shown?

1 paw for correct
answer

A. 5 x 3 = 15

1/2 paw for
work shown.
1/2 paw for
correct answer

B. 4 x 3 = 12

C. 3 x 3 = 9

D. 4 x 4 = 16

4. Scooby Doo stopped the ice cream man. He bought an ice cream sandwich for 55¢ and a Bomb Pop for
Shaggy for 35¢. How much money did Scooby spend? If he gave the ice cream man $1.00, how much change
did Scooby get back?
* Scooby spent __________________

* He received ___________________

in change.

5. There are 12 players on the baseball team. They travel to the games in cars. Each
car holds 4 players. How many cars will the baseball team need?
1 paw for work
shown
1 paw for correct
answer

___________________________________Cars

6. School gets out at 3:15. Kevin gets home at 3:40. How long does it take Kevin to get home?
1 paw for work
shown
1 paw for correct
answer

_______________ Minutes

7. Draw the hands of the clock to show the time next to each clock.
One paw for
each correctly
drawn clock.

12:10

2:00

8. ADD.
1/2 paw for each
correct answer.

551
+ 29

648
+ 37

786
+ 18

437
+ 47

321
- 55

659
- 28

523
- 54

2
x 4

5
x 3

8
x 2

9. SUBTRACT.
1/2 paw for each
correct answer.

847
- 32

10. MULTIPLY .
1/2 paw for each
correct answer.

0
x 8

PTA SPONSORED
My Full Name: ______________________________________
First
Last
Teacher: ____________________________________________
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Madison’s dad needs your help connecting the power cord. Use the clues below to make a path
through the numbers. Color the ornament with the answer to each clue and draw the path.
1.

5 bonus paws for
solving the clues and
drawing the path

The number of minutes in half an hour.
The number missing from this sequence 9, 18, ,36.
The number of pennies in one quarter.
The number that equals 3 times 11.
The number of things in 2 dozen.
The digit in the thousands place of 149,241
The number of hours from 3pm to 6pm
The number of faces on a cube.
The number that is one fourth of 12.

33

27

4

START
30

25

60

10

32

4

9

24

2

3

6

3

FINISH

PTA SPONSORED
My Full Name: ______________________________________
First
Last
Teacher: ____________________________________________
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1. At the end of a game Omar was 50 points ahead of Kinsley. Ellery was 30 points behind Jason. Kinsley
was 20 points ahead of Jason. If Jason had 40 points, in what order did the players finish?
1/2 paw for each
correct answer.

FIRST:_______________ SECOND:_______________ THIRD:_______________ FOURTH:_______________

2. What is the area of the triangle drawn on the grid?
Hint: Don't forget to count 1/2 squares too! Circle your answer.
1 paw for correct
answer

1 paw for work
shown
1 paw for correct
answer

1 paw for work
shown
1 paw for correct
answer

A. 12 square units

B. 16 square units

C. 20 square units

D. 32 square units

3. You are at a picnic. The ants have found you!! You decide to find out how long it takes an ant to walk
across your blanket, get a bread crumb, and carry it back to the grass. It takes the first ant 50 seconds, the
second ant 45 seconds, the third ant 1 minute, and the fourth ant 53 seconds.
What is the average time it takes for an ant to make the round trip
_______________ seconds

4. Ms. Jones is setting up chairs and tables in the school cafeteria. Every table needs 12 chairs.
She has 156 chairs.
•

How many tables does she need?

___________________________ tables
5. Samantha wants to buy a bike that costs $276.00. She has earned $88.00 babysitting. Then she earned
$137.00 total by walking dogs and mowing lawns.

1 paw for each
work shown
1 paw for each
correct answer

A. How much more money does Samantha need to buy the bike?

$_____________________
B. If she earned the same amount for walking dogs & mowing
much did she earn for each?
$_______________________

lawns, how

(A) 1/2 paw for each
correct answer.
(B) One paw for
correct answer.

6. A). Create and solve 2 equations using each of the digits 3,4, and 6. Put a digit in each box below to
show the greatest possible quotient and the smallest possible quotient.
Hint: You will have a remainder.

B). Which is a reasonable range of answers for the smallest quotient and the greatest quotient?
Circle your answer.
A. Between 3 and 13

B. Between 5 and 22

C. Between 7 and 47

D. Between 10 and 100

7. The Starlight Six has 6 movie theaters. Each theater has 24 rows of seats. Each row contains 11 seats.
1 paw for work
shown
1 paw for correct
answer

•

How many seats are in 1 of the theaters?
___________________________seats

8. Nico’s shoe is about 9 inches long. The width of his bedroom measures approximately 24 shoe lengths.
Which is reasonable for the width of his bedroom? Circle your answer.
1 paw for work
shown
1 paw for correct
answer

A. About 100 inches.
B. About 150 inches.
C. About 200 inches.

9. Write the number three hundred four thousand, two hundred twelve in standard form.
1 paw for correct
answer

___________________________________________________________________________

10. If the pattern continues, what number sentence completes the bottom line of the chart below?
1 paw for correct
answer

5 X 4 = 20
5 X 40 = 200
5 X 400 = 2,000
_____ X ______ = ____________

PTA SPONSORED
My Full Name: ______________________________________
First
Last
Teacher: ____________________________________________
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There is a number hidden inside the star. To find the number, color the diamonds
that contain the answer to each clue.
1.

5 bonus paws for
solving the clues
and finding the
hidden number

The number of minutes between 12:00 pm and 1:15 pm.
The 2 numbers missing from this set 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, , 13, 15, , 19
The number of nickels in 3 quarters.
The number that equals 19 times 5.
The number of pencils in 3 boxes, when each box holds 24.
An even number between 55 and 65 that when divided by 3 results in an even number.
The number of seconds in one and a half minutes.
The operation missing in the following 15 15 = 1
The number that is one third of 24.
Hidden Number
__________

